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Jackson Town Council
WORKSHOP
Tuesday, February 20, 2018
3:00 PM
Council Chambers
NOTICE: THE VIDEO AND AUDIO FOR THIS MEETING ARE STREAMED TO THE PUBLIC VIA THE INTERNET AND MOBILE DEVICES WITH
VIEWS THAT ENCOMPASS ALL AREAS, PARTICIPANTS AND AUDIENCE MEMBERS
PLEASE SILENCE ALL ELECTRONIC DEVICES DURING THE MEETING

I.

CALL TO ORDER AND ROLL CALL

II.

REVIEW OF SPECTRUM FRANCHISE AGREEMENT (Bob McLaurin, 20 Minutes)

III.

JACKSON STREET ONE WAY/PARKING/STREETSCAPE (Josh Frappart, 30 Minutes)

IV.

GREGORY LANE DISCUSSION (Brian Lenz, 30 Minutes)

V.

SET NEXT WORKSHOP AGENDA
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.
H.

VI.

3/19
3/19
3/19
3/19
4/16
4/16
5/21
5/21

Residential Rental Ombudsman Discussion (Audrey Cohen-Davis, 15 Minutes)
Snow King Lease Discussion (Bob McLaurin, 30 Minutes)
Non-Discrimination Ordinance Discussion (Audrey Cohen-Davis, 60 Minutes)
Taxi/Uber Regulations Discussion (tentative) (Todd Smith, 30 Minutes)
Plastic Bag Regulations (Roxanne Robinson, 30 Minutes)
Residential Rental Regulations (Audrey Cohen-Davis, 60 Minutes)
Town Square Pedestrian Zone Pilot Project (Larry Pardee, 30 Minutes)
Downtown Core Pedestrian Signaling (Larry Pardee, 30 Minutes)

ADJOURN

Please note that at any point during the meeting, the Mayor and Council may change the order of items listed on
this agenda. In order to ensure that you are present at the time your item of interest is discussed, please join the
meeting at the beginning to hear any changes to the schedule or agenda.

Jackson Town Council
WORKSHOP
Martes 20 de Febrero, 2018
3:00 PM
Camaras del Ayuntamiento
AVISO: EL VIDEO Y AUDIO DE ESTA REUNIÓN SE TRANSMITEN AL PÚBLICO A TRAVÉS DE DISPOSITIVOS DE INTERNET Y MÓVILES CON
OPINIONES QUE COMPRENDEN TODAS LAS ÁREAS, PARTICIPANTES Y MIEMBROS DE LA AUDIENCIA
POR FAVOR, SILENZAR TODOS LOS DISPOSITIVOS ELECTRÓNICOS DURANTE LA REUNIÓN

I.

LLAMADA DE ORDEN Y LLAMADA DE ROL

II.

REVISIÓN DEL ACUERDO DE FRANQUICIA DE SPECTRUM (Bob McLaurin, 20 minutos)

III.

CALLE JACKSON DE UN SOLO SENTIDO / ESTACIONAMIENTO/ PAISAJE URBANO (Josh Frappart,
30 Minutos)

IV.

DISCUSIÓN DE GREGORY LANE (Brian Lenz, 30 minutos)

V.

FIJAR LA SIGUIENTE AGENDA DE TALLER
A. 3/19 Discusión del defensor del alquiler residencial (Audrey Cohen-Davis, 15 minutos)
B. 3/19 Discusión sobre el arriendo de Snow King (Bob McLaurin, 30 minutos)
C. 3/19 Discusión de la Ordenanza sobre No Discriminación (Audrey Cohen-Davis, 60 minutos)
D. 3/19 Discusión del Reglamento Taxi / Uber (provisional) (Todd Smith, 30 Minutos)
E. 4/16 Reglamento de bolsas de plástico (Roxanne Robinson, 30 minutos)
F. 4/16 Reglamento de alquiler residencial (Audrey Cohen-Davis, 60 minutos)
G. 5/21 Proyecto piloto de la zona peatonal de Town Square (Larry Pardee, 30 minutos)
H. 5/21 Señal peatonal del centro de la ciudad (Larry Pardee, 30 minutos)

VI.

APLAZAR

Please note that at any point during the meeting, the Mayor and Council may change the order of items listed on
this agenda. In order to ensure that you are present at the time your item of interest is discussed, please join the
meeting at the beginning to hear any changes to the schedule or agenda.

TOWN COUNCIL

WORKSHOP AGENDA DOCUMENTATION

PREPARATION DATE: February 14, 2018
MEETING DATE: February 20, 2018

SUBMITTING DEPARTMENT: Engineering
DEPARTMENT DIRECTOR: Larry Pardee
PRESENTER: Brian Lenz, Town Engineer

SUBJECT: Gregory Lane Improvements Discussion

PURPOSE OF WORKSHOP ITEM
The purpose of this item is to discuss with the Council the existing condition of Gregory Lane and to
discuss the possibility of completing drainage, wastewater, and sidewalk/pedestrian improvements
within the corridor.
DESIRED OUTCOME
Awareness of the Gregory Lane project, the history of the project, and discussion of options moving
forward.
BACKGROUND/ALTERNATIVES
For Reference:
History
A comprehensive upgrade to the Gregory Lane corridor was contemplated in May 2000 with a
“charrette” or public meeting report. In 2012, staff looked at the corridor again to conduct a traffic study,
consider one-way traffic alternatives, and review options with the council. The 2012 a study that looked
at one way traffic to the north concluded that, “the road system would generally operate the same
overall as it does under two-way operation”. There have been other minor projects in the area over the
years in addition to these two significant efforts. Drainage, storm water quality, and circulation
(pedestrian and vehicular) are the primary concerns.
Right of Way
The Gregory Lane right-of-way (ROW) corridor is approximately 3,100 feet in length. The width of the
ROW is 40 feet, except for the southernmost 400 feet and northern 200 feet that are 60 feet wide. The
area of the ROW is roughly 132,000 square feet (3 Acres).
Based on 2012 traffic volumes Gregory Lane could be classified as a Collector or at the low end of a
Minor Arterial. The Land Development Regulations (LDR) for ROW widths for these two types of roads
are 66 feet and 80 feet respectively. LDR for Paved Travel Way, Paved Parking Lane, and paved
shoulder are 24, 10 (n/a for minor arterials), and 6 feet respectively for both types of roads.
Gregory Lane is difficult to apply the Community Streets Plan to, but is designated as a low volume
Bus / Truck route where 11 feet wide travel lanes would be a minimum with signage and sharrow
pavement markings for bike traffic, and detached pedestrian facilities 5-8 feet in width.
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Utility Systems
Within this right-of-way and adjacent areas, numerous utilities are buried underground. These utilities
include, but may not be limited to: Town water, wastewater, and storm drainage systems. Utility gas
mains, power lines, and phone, cable and fiber optic communications. These systems are located
across the entirety of the right-of-way. This is of special concern if the Council desires to place light
bases and/or trees within the right-of-way, as significant modifications to the existing underground
systems may be needed.
The existing 21-inch sewer main is 60+ years old. Prior to, or in conjunction with, any major road work
the replacement and upgrade of this sewer line needs to be included. Given the location of this sewer
line at the downstream end of the collector line, upgrades and upsizing of this section of line is
necessary before any significant upgrades to lines upstream can occur or be beneficial.
Storm water Drainage
The existing grades of the development along Gregory Land and adjacent areas are very flat and
configured in a way that often puts adjacent properties at elevations lower than the road or back of
curb. This leads to flooding of the road and private properties during large rain events, during rapid
snowmelts, and frazil ice flooding.
There is a small existing storm water drainage system consisting of inlets and shallow pipe from Berger
Lane to a treatment unit prior to the creek discharge south of the pathway bridge. There is an infiltration
system on the east side of the Gregory Lane between Berger and Martin Lanes located within a 20
feet wide easement. Investigation of this infiltration area in 2017 indicates that there is a possibility to
increase the capacity of this infiltration area. There are two additional infiltration areas on Martin Loop.
The elevation of the existing roadway or any new roadway layout would be difficult to properly drain
the large amount of runoff existing within the area. The most reasonable method to provide the
necessary drainage would be to complete additional infiltrations systems, install a pumped system, or
a combination of both. Due to the underground utility system, the new infiltrators would likely need to
be located on existing private property or possibly in the area of the Teton County School District
stadium parking and bus barn site.
Due to the close proximity to Flat Creek and the stream being an existing/future point of discharge
water quality and treatment are key considerations in any storm water planning.
Sidewalk Systems
Currently, there are no pedestrian/pathway improvements along the corridor. The corridor is used
regularly by pedestrians, especially children, to access pathways that cross the corridor and the nearby
schools. The “s” curves in the middle of the road are especially difficult to navigate.
Zoning and Use
The corridor is zoned as Business Park – Town and serves a variety of uses from residential
(apartment and mobile home park), live work units, and commercial (lumber, auto detail and repair,
welding, contractor supply, etc.). From the 2012 workshop report there are approximately 135
residential units in the area. In 2017 the Town designated Gregory Lane as a no on street parking area
and has been strictly enforcing this policy. However, areas within the ROW that are off street are used
regularly by residents and tenants of the area for parking and storage.
The completed “Charette” Report – May 2000
The Recommended Alternative from the May 2000 Charrette generally included:
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A green strip and sidewalk along the west side of the street between High School Road
and the southern “S” turn
A green strip and sidewalk along the east side of the street between the southern “S” turn
and South Park Loop Road. The total width of the green space and sidewalk was 10-feet.
Two Drive lanes and curb section where provided a width of 28-feet

Please find below the “Primary Elements of the Project” as described in the completed Charrette
document:
 28 ft. cross section, back-of-curb to back-of-curb – 18” gutter, 6”curb
 traffic calming in the form of two raised crossings, one at the south “S” curve and one at
the Russ Garaman/School Trail Pathway crossing
 preservation of the mixed-use nature of the area
 street lighting at intersections (decorative) and at pathway crossings, 7 locations total
 landscaping buffer that also serves as a place for snow storage during winter months
 full use of the existing R.O.W, which will require the removal of all existing items in the
R.O.W (sheds, fences, debris, etc.)
 minimization of R.O.W acquisition (the plan requires easements at both “S” curves)
 consolidation of access points but provision of access for single-axle trucks, semis, buses,
cement mixers, UPS trucks, etc.
 entry features at South Park Loop road and High School Road
 a pathway from Gregory Lane to the planned skate park located between the Teton
Veterinary Clinic and adjacent building (to the south)
 an interpretive clean water center by the Flat Creek bridge and
 adjustment of the center line in road, within the right-of-way
While these features are part of the preferred alternative, they were not universally accepted.
There is concern from interested parties that improvements to the corridor may increase rent
values, encroach on the character of the one industrial area in town, were not interested in
granting easements or selling lands for pedestrian facilities, and restricting access to their lots
were major concerns that are likely still applicable today.
TRAFFIC STUDY
The Town, County, and WYDOT have partnered on a traffic model for the county and it is
expected to be ready this spring. From the base model there are plans for the Town to model
this portion of west Jackson while the County looks at South Park loop road and the Tribal Trails
connector. Ideally, any work in the Gregory area should take this modeling into consideration.
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GIS image of the Gregory Lane Corridor
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GIS image of the Town Utilities within the Gregory Lane Corridor
PROPOSED IMPROVEMENTS
Sidewalks:
Typically, we have used roadway curbs to provide additional safety for pedestrians. Town staff has
tried other methods such as signage and bollards with limited success. Should roadway curbs be
desired, the roadway would need to be dropped by approximately 8-inches thru the corridor. This
lowering of the roadway would be needed to allow the installation of the curb and sidewalk such that
the grading would closely match the existing topography of private property along the right-of-way
boundary.
Right of Way Acquisition:
In order to increase the right of way to the LDR minimum for width (66 feet) about 26 additional feet
would need to be acquired for the north 2700 feet of the corridor. About 1.6 acres of land from several
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different landowners. Any acquisitions would be kept to a minimum and as required to fulfill the design
needs.
ALTERNATIVES:
1. Maintain the status quo
2. Rebuild the road, sidewalk, and utilities to the degree possible within the existing ROW.
3. Acquire additional land for the ROW to accommodate a more complete design and rebuild the
road, sidewalk, and utilities.
4. Provide sidewalks on both sides of the street and / or allow for on street parking areas to be
incorporated into the design.
5. Consider One Lane Alternatives through the “s” curves to make the improvements within the
existing ROW.
Discussion of project priorities regarding other significant street improvements that have been
contemplated with the CIP:
1. Gregory Lane
2. Snow King, Scott, and Maple Way
3. East Broadway
4. High School Road
ALIGNMENT WITH COUNCIL’S STRATEGIC INTENT
The project aligns with the Council’s goals to provide safe pedestrian facilities throughout the town as
well as safe streets.
STAKEHOLDER ANALYSIS
This project will have a significant impact on the businesses and residents of the Gregory Lane
neighborhood. Ultimately Town Council would decide on whether or not to proceed with the
project and determine the funding for it, including whether or not it should be funded with SPET.
The Teton County School district could play a large role in where storm water can be detained.
The landowners along the corridor would be impacted by the improvements due to loss of
parking and storage areas that are encroaching into the ROW. They would also gain a safer
route to school for their children and improved drainage. Flat Creek could benefit from improved
storm water treatment and management.
FISCAL IMPACT
Given the current construction environment it is difficult to predict what costs will be in a couple of
years. Staff estimates for reconstruction of a 24 feet wide roadway with a buffer strip, a single detached
sidewalk, new water, wastewater, and storm utilities could range from six to nine million dollars for
design and construction with an additional 2-4 million dollars in land acquisition. These costs are based
on very conceptual ideas and rough cost estimates and final costs would depend on the ultimate scope
of work and when the work occurs. They are based on but are not directly tied to the preferred charette
alternative. FYI, in 2001 the cost of the preferred alternative was about $2,000,000 without design
costs.
STAFF IMPACT
The scope of the proposed project is large and will require significant amounts of time from
engineering staff to coordinate with a consultant on the design and for the construction
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administration. There would be additional Legal staff time to negotiate and finalize land
acquisitions and easements. Pathways and Planning would also contribute to the input on
design.
LEGAL ISSUES
The negotiations and acquisition of land for additional right-of-way could be extensive.
ATTACHMENTS
There are no attachments to this report.

Synopsis for PowerPoint (120 words max): Purpose:
Review the Gregory Lane corridor history and options for proceeding.
Background:
The Gregory Lane corridor has been looked at multiple times over the years and extensively in
2000 when a design charette evolved into a project that initiated a design to additional studies in
2012 looking at traffic counts and a one way travel alternative.
Fiscal Impact:
The project would require funding from multiple funds including enterprise funds and the fifth
cent. Public works feels the project could benefit from a SPET initiative as well.
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TOWN COUNCIL
WORKSHOP AGENDA DOCUMENTATION

PREPARATION DATE: February 5th, 2018
MEETING DATE: February 20th, 2018

SUBMITTING DEPARTMENT: Public Works
DEPARTMENT DIRECTOR: Larry Pardee
PRESENTER: Josh Frappart

SUBJECT: Jackson Street Streetscape Project

PURPOSE OF WORKSHOP ITEM
The purpose of this item is to seek Town Council input and review conceptual ideas for the Jackson Street
Streetscape Project.
DESIRED OUTCOME
The desired outcome would be for Town Council to provide direction to staff relating to the proposed
conceptual designs of the streetscape project given the surrounding properties and uses, as well as to discuss
the and location of street lights and trees to be incorporated into the project.
BACKGROUND/ALTERNATIVES
Previously the discussion began with the Town of Jackson and surround property owners of how to improve
the existing condition of Jackson Street between Broadway Avenue and Pearl Avenue as it relates to traffic
movements, pedestrian access, and parking. Town of Jackson staff was asked to explore the opportunities of
changing Jackson Street into a one-way design to improve the pedestrian access and maximize parking (refer
to attachment 1). This conceptual design was shown to surrounding property owners to gather feedback and
comments.
More recently Town of Jackson staff prepared a new conceptual design that meets current complete streets
standards. This design involves two lane traffic, parallel parking on both sides, buffer zone and sidewalk, as
well as incorporated street light and trees (refer to attachment 2). To date both conceptual drawings have been
presented to surrounding property owners as well as staff members.
While these are two of many other possible conceptual designs, council can also take the “No Action”
alternative determining that the current street section is sufficient for current use.
ALIGNMENT WITH COUNCIL’S STRATEGIC INTENT
This proposed project aligns with Strategic Objectives of the Town of Jackson to foster Environmental
Stewardship, Economic Sustainability, Town as Heart, and Maintaining the Unique Character of Jackson Hole.
The project aligns with these Strategic Objectives by providing improved pedestrian corridors by which
citizens and visitors to Jackson are able and encouraged to walk safely to and from the places they want to be,
choose to walk rather than drive a vehicle thus conserving fuel and reducing traffic congestion, encourage use
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of START Bus by providing pedestrian connection to existing bus stops, and encouraging a vibrant and
connected community which promotes economic sustainability by providing pedestrian facilities that connect
major street corridors within the Town of Jackson.
STAKEHOLDER ANALYSIS
The stakeholders include residents and visitors to the community that would benefit from pedestrian
spaces which currently do not exist and are not in compliance with ADA standards. Surrounding
businesses, such as the Elks Club, Spence Law Firm, Twin Cinemas, Mountain Modern Motel, and Big
Hole BBQ, would also be stakeholders in maximizing parking, providing sufficient street lighting, as well
as improved pedestrian corridors.
The proposed improvements encompassed by this project are intended to be constructed within the Town
of Jackson right-of-way and not impact private property with the exception of the removal of existing
vegetation.
FISCAL IMPACT
In the FY18 capital budget, we show $135,000 from Public Works Capital funds designated for the proposed
streetscape improvements in FY 2018. In the draft FY19 capital budget request, we have increase the funds to
$155,000 to match current estimated construction cost for the proposed project.
STAFF IMPACT
Design, contract preparation, bidding, and construction project management will require approximately 15
hours of staff time per week for a total of 12 weeks.
LEGAL ISSUES
No Legal review required at this time.
ATTACHMENTS
Supporting documents attached with this report include…
•

Conceptual design 1, which includes Jackson Street becoming a one-way street from north to
south. This design provides a 6-foot attached sidewalk on the western portion of the proposed
corridor near Big Hole BBQ, as well as a 4-foot buffer strip and a 6-foot sidewalk on the eastern
portion of the corridor. This design also provides parallel parking on the west and diagonal
parking on the east. This design would provide for 7 more parking spaces than existing conditions.

•

Conceptual design 2, which meets the current Town of Jackson complete streets requirements.
This design provides two lanes of traffic, parallel parking on both sides of the corridor, as well as
a new 5-foot buffer strip and 5-foot sidewalk along both side of the corridor. This design would
incorporate a total loss of 4 parking spots when compared to existing conditions.
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TOWN COUNCIL
WORKSHOP AGENDA DOCUMENTATION

PREPARATION DATE: February 15, 2018
MEETING DATE: February 20, 2018

SUBMITTING DEPARTMENT: Administration
DEPARTMENT DIRECTOR: Bob McLaurin Town Manager
PRESENTER: Roxanne Robinson, Assistant Town Manager

SUBJECT: Review of Spectrum Franchise Agreement

PURPOSE OF WORKSHOP ITEM
Jim Stanford asked that this item be placed on the workshop agenda to allow the Town Council an opportunity
to review the current franchise agreement with Spectrum in light of the numerous complaints received recently
from Town of Jackson citizens regarding the inability to view the Olympics on NBC.
DESIRED OUTCOME
The desired outcome is to allow the Town Council time to discuss the current franchise agreement to determine
if there is any recourse for the Town of Jackson and to hopefully allow time to ask questions of Erik
Rasmussen, Spectrum’s Senior Manager of Government Relations in Cheyenne or another representative from
Spectrum.
BACKGROUND/ALTERNATIVES
Numerous Spectrum customers in the Town of Jackson have reached out to elected officials and the Town
Attorney regarding their dissatisfaction with the service and the inability to watch the Olympics. The Town
Attorney has made Erik Rasmussen, Spectrum’s Senior Manager of Government Relations in Cheyenne aware
that this item has been placed on the agenda and hopefully Mr. Rasmussen or another representative from
Spectrum will be able to be at the meeting and available and able to answer the Council’s questions.
STAKEHOLDER ANALYSIS
Stakeholders include Town of Jackson residents that are customers of Spectrum that have been unable to view
the Olympics either through the cable service or through online services. Other stakeholders include leadership
at the Town of Jackson that work diligently to ensure that provisions of the franchise agreement are being met
and that the citizens served by the franchise receive the services pledged through the franchise agreement in
exchange for use of the Town’s right of way.
FISCAL IMPACT
n/a
STAFF IMPACT
The Town Attorney has conducted some initial research into the agreement. Any further direction from the
Town Council would have an impact on the Town Attorney’s office.
LEGAL ISSUES
The Town Attorney is reviewing the agreement and researching any recourse the Town may have.

ATTACHMENTS
Spectrum Franchise Agreement.
RECOMMENDATION
None.
SUGGESTED MOTION
None.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Steve Walsh
Bob Lenz
Spectrum NBC issue
Sunday, February 18, 2018 7:02:45 PM

Dear Bob
I understand that the town council will be discussing the issue between Spectrum and Northwest regarding NBC.
My personal feeling is that instead of taking sides since in all probability they are both at fault in this matter we
should look for a better solution. I am extremely disappointed that I am missing the olympics and probably some of
my favorite shows after the olympics are over.
I feel that the residents of Teton county would be better served if the council could explore asking the FCC if it
could allow Spectrum to drop NBC in Idaho for an NBC affiliate in Wyoming. This would be a great opportunity
for us to finally have access to Wyoming news instead of just Idaho. I understand that Spectrum could make this
change quickly if the FCC allowed it.
Steve Walsh
stevewalsh1969@yahoo.com
733-7912 or 699-4728

Sent from my iPad

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Bomber Bryan
County Commissioners; Town Council
Tyler Sinclair; Audrey Cohen-Davis
FW: KPVI - Jackson WY
Monday, February 12, 2018 7:09:03 AM
Yuma News Article - Charter.pdf

Greetings Electeds,
See below and attached.
I’m forwarding to you as this has become quite an issue for some in JH, and I wanted to give you a
heads up to get more educated in the event you’re contacted by the press.
Jason Wolff is a friend who asked me to reach out to you and others to help provide some more
clarity around the valley.
Thank you, and kind regards,
Bomber

T. Bomber Bryan
Associate Broker, GRI
Jackson Hole Real Estate Associates, LLC
Exclusive Affiliate of Christie’s International Real Estate
80 W. Broadway | P.O. Box 4897 | Jackson, WY 83001
-

-

Cell: (307) 690-2295
From: Jason Wolff [mailto:jason_r_wolff@hotmail.com]
Sent: Friday, February 09, 2018 8:05 AM
To: Bomber Bryan <bomberbryan@jhrea.com>
Subject: KPVI - Jackson WY
Bomber –
Thanks for talking. As I mentioned, my partner, Brian Brady, is the CEO of Northwest Broadcasting,
the parent company of KPVI-TV, the NBC affiliate serving Jackson WY market. We are doing our best
to get the issue with Charter resolved so NBC can be back for subscribers but Charter doesn’t seem
interested in cooperating.
Brian would be more than happy to someone in City government or at the County level (or both). So
please feel free to forward this email to the appropriate persons.
Brian can be reached at the office, (517) 347-4141, or on his cell, (517) 881-7315. Brian is very
accessible – he’s taking calls from viewers all day – but if someone from Jackson/Teton government
has a tough time getting through they can also try texting him.
I’m attaching an article about action the City Attorney has taken in Yuma, AZ, where Charter has also
dropped our stations. Also I’m including a link to a blog that Brian wrote for KPVI viewers on the
station website:

https://www.kpvi.com/news/breaking/update-charter-cable-viewers-notice/article_c4aa21be-092711e8-a541-c73289f2dd5f.html
I know it’s a bit of a cliché to say that cable companies don’t care about their subscribers. But
anything that local government can do to remind Charter of its obligations may give them a sense of
urgency.
Thanks for your help with this. Any questions or issues please let me know.
JRW

--------Jason R. Wolff
Frontier Capital Partners LLC

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Joan Anzelmo
Jim Stanford
Charter/Spectrum lying to us in Jackson
Sunday, February 11, 2018 4:17:51 PM

Hi Jim,
Hope you are well.
I know you and the Council have battled with Charter/Spectrum previously. Seems now is the
time to band with the other 11 communities who have had their NBC or other network
affiliates owned by Northwest cut off with no notice, days before Super Bowl and the
Olympics.
According to this story in OR, Charter/Spectrum pre-meditated cutting off the NBC channels.
They bought their propaganda website FairDeal two weeks prior!
http://www.mailtribune.com/news/20180209/squabble-leaves-tv-viewers-in-dark
Letter from Northwest CEO, worthwhile read and verifies Spectrum was required to give 30
day notice which they did not and also customers can insist on a refund.
http://www.fox26medford.com/bring-kmvu-back/
Another thing I wanted to pass along, the message on my TV from Spectrum incorrectly tells
subscribers they can watch KPVI (NBC)free with an antennae- not true in this area! And that
people can watch the Olympics online or via the NBC Sports App. Again, not true!!!
And get this, I tried to use the NBC online web platform and also the NBC Sports app. to
view. Both require you to identify your TV provider and then sign in with your credentials. I
did this and the online message stated I was not subscribed to NBC and was denied access.
And I presume Charter/Spectrum went to some trouble to make sure all of us with Northwest
Broadcasting NBC affiliates could not view online! Really heinous.
The Northwest CEO heads to DC tomorrow to raise this with Members of Congress.
Chartet/Spectrum has been lying to all of us. Hope the Town takes this on as appropriate and
as other towns are doing.
Thank you.
Joan Anzelmo

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jean Reiland
Pete Muldoon
Fwd: Spectrum negotiation
Monday, February 12, 2018 6:19:39 AM

Dear Mr. Muldoon,
I’m forwarding this e-mail from Brian Brady of Northwestern broadcasting. In the e-mail he
mentioned asking our town mayor for assistance.
Please do what you can.
Jean Reiland
Begin forwarded message:
From: Brian Brady <brady@northwestbroadcasting.com>
Subject: RE: Spectrum negotiation
Date: February 11, 2018 at 3:50:37 PM MST
To: 'Jean Reiland' <jeaninjackson@me.com>
Jean, you have every right to be dissatisfied and angry. There are two sides to
every story and for the record, Northwest didn't demand a 75% increase which
they've claimed. In fact we didn't demand anything, this was a negotiation until
they a refused to negotiate and pulled the stations down. They have said things
about Northwest, the only thing that's true is that we have been in a number of
tough retrans negotiations over the years, we never denied that. However as a
small company Northwest has done deals with 20 plus large video providers over
the last year. Northwest offered Spectrum the same terms and rates as all of those
deals. What makes Spectrum different? They stopped negotiating and pulled the
stations down then tried to convince folks like yourself that Northwest did it. That
is just not true. We extended another company we were working with 8 times and
completed a deal on the same day Spectrum pulled the stations down. We
extended another one to the same day and time we offered Spectrum and extended
them a third time to avoid disrupting their subscribers. If we did that for others
why would we not do it for Spectrum? The fact is we did and they refused it.
Doesn't it seem odd to you that if Spectrum wanted to get this resolved as their
customer service center says, then they would be communicating with us and we
would collectively be working toward a resolution? We have not heard from
them since they pulled the stations down. I'm sorry you are in the middle of this, it
is the last thing I want. It is difficult to get a deal done when the other side refuses
to negotiate. Brian
Below is a recent post on this issue:
First let me apologize again to all the Spectrum customers who have been affected
by Spectrum's abrupt termination of any negotiations with Northwest. This should
have remained a private issue between two companies without Spectrum using
their unsuspecting subscribers as pawns to gain leverage on Northwest. For the
record when Northwest offered Spectrum a second extension on February 2nd,
their response was, "We are taking your stations down in the next ten minutes"

and they hung up the phone and we have not heard from them since.
While we wait, many of you have missed the Super Bowl, News and other
entertainment programming. Their call centers tell people that we are in current
negotiations. This is another fabrication in an effort to keep you from cancelling
or refusing to give you a refund. Now, their unbridled corporate arrogance, that
same arrogance that started all of this, is about to deny many of you the
opportunity to watch the Winter Olympics, Daytona
500 and March Madness after that.
Their strategy is to continue calling Northwest names and posting additional
stories about our past retrans negotiations to their "northwestfairdeal" web site in
an effort to make you think that somehow Northwest is the "bad guy". Truth is
they created this disruption because they just don't care about you. We found out
yesterday that they purchased the domain name for the "northwestfairdeal" web
site on January 18th which happened to be the same time they told Northwest they
would not counter Northwest's proposal to them and then disappeared for two
weeks. This was a set up and Spectrum's subscribers were just collateral damage.
While many may believe their propaganda, a large majority of you don't. The way
they are treating Northwest is the same way they are treating you as customers.
Because of their size they don't care about their subscribers or business partners.
They are the bully on the block who thinks their subscribers are nothing more
than an ATM machine from which they can extract money at a moment's notice
or with no notice at all, as I'm learning.
When Tom Rutledge made what appears to be a premeditated decision to take
down Northwest's stations he knew or should have known that he was in violation
of his own Annual Customer Notification Policy which is filed at the Federal
Communications Commission, a copy which is on Spectrum's web site
https://www.spectrum.com/policies/annual-notice.html. In the section titled,
Programming, it states, Spectrum will provides notice to its customers at least
thirty (30) days in advance of the deletion of any programming service, channel
assignment changes or rate increases. Clearly that's not the case here.   
In spite of what Spectrum's customer service people are telling you, you have a
right to a refund. While this is not going to bring back the programming you have
missed or will want to watch this weekend or beyond you should not be paying
for something Spectrum is not delivering to you. Each and every one of you
should demand that you get a refund for every day that you are not getting the
programming you are paying for.
The City of Yuma, Arizona has put Spectrum on notice that it is seeking damages
for every day that Spectrum blacks out local channels and is demanding that
Spectrum credits Yuma subscribers for dropping the channels without notice. If
you don't get the full refund you deserve, ask the Mayor's office in your town for
help, as the Spectrum subscribers did in Yuma. If that doesn't work send an email
to the FCC and your Congressman. I am heading to Washington, DC next week
armed with your stories of how Spectrum treats you. There are 450,000 homes
that are affected. If enough of you speak up, they will listen.

In the meantime continue to email or call Tom Rutledge and express your
dissatisfaction with how he is treating you. It is highly unlikely he will take the
time to respond but maybe he'll have one of "his people" get back to you. I am
sorry that Tom has put you all in the middle of a negotiation that should have
remained private and without disruption to you.
tom.rutledge@chartercom.com        203-905-7999
Brian
Brian Brady
President and CEO
Northwest Broadcasting, Inc
Brady@northwestbroadcasting.com     
-----Original Message----From: Jean Reiland [mailto:jeaninjackson@me.com]
Sent: Saturday, February 10, 2018 9:26 PM
To: brady@northwestbroadcasting.com
Subject: Spectrum negotiation
Mr. Brady,
You have chosen to pull the only NBC channel in an isolated,remote part of
Wyoming, while you negotiate with Spectrum. Denying us the Olympics. How
dare you. Antennas don’t work in our remote area.
I hope you are enjoying the Olympics. Let us know how they are going. I can’t
express enough my dissatisfaction and growing anger with your Trumpian
business practices.Pulling programming while negotiating is mean spirited.
Again, enjoy the Olympics for us.
Sent from my iPad

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Frank Fanning
Hailey Morton Levinson
Spectrum
Monday, February 5, 2018 7:42:50 PM

Hello Hailey
In the wake of the outrageous and indignant high handed actions of Spectrum in violating their contracts with myself
and your other constituents, please advise actions which you may be taking or other appropriate to petitioning for
the revocation of Spectrum’s broadcasting rights in our area.
Many thanks
Frank Fanning
constituent
Frank Fanning
307 200 8746

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

lance@bresnan.net
Pete Muldoon
Town Council; lance@bresnan.net
Spectrum and Northwest Broadcasting Negotiations
Tuesday, February 13, 2018 9:07:50 AM

Pete and
Can you comment on the ABOMINATION of this situation?

We would like to see what the town is communicating to Spectrum (see below)

Thank you
Lance

---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Brian Brady <brady@northwestbroadcasting.com>
Date: Sun, Feb 11, 2018 at 2:19 PM
Subject: RE: Spectrum and Northwest Broadcasting Negotiations
To: Lori Z Roux <lorizroux@gmail.com>
this is in response to my previous email that you can view below...
Lori, that is the best analogy I've heard and frankly I agree with it. Northwest didn't demand a 75%
increase which they've claimed. In fact we didn't demand anything, this was a negotiation until they
a refused to negotiate and pulled the stations down. They have said things about Northwest, the
only thing that's true is that we have been in a number of tough retrans negotiations over the years,
we never denied that. However as a small company Northwest has done deals with 20 plus large
video providers over the last year. Northwest offered Spectrum the same terms and rates as all of
those deals. What makes Spectrum different? They stopped negotiating and pulled the stations
down then tried to convince folks like yourself that Northwest did it. That is just not true. We
extended another company we were working with 8 times and completed a deal on the same day
Spectrum pulled the stations down. We extended another one to the same day and time we offered
Spectrum and extended them a third time to avoid disrupting their subscribers. If we did that for
others why would we not do it for Spectrum? The fact is we did and they refused it. Doesn't it seem
odd to you that if Spectrum wanted to get this resolved as their customer service center says, then
they would be communicating with us and we would collectively be working toward a resolution?
We have not heard from them since they pulled the stations down. I'm sorry you are in the middle of
this, it is the last thing I want. It is difficult to get a deal done when the other side refuses to
negotiate. Brian

Below is a recent post on this issue:
First let me apologize again to all the Spectrum customers who have been affected by Spectrum's
abrupt termination of any negotiations with Northwest. This should have remained a private issue
between two companies without Spectrum using their unsuspecting subscribers as pawns to gain
leverage on Northwest. For the record when Northwest offered Spectrum a second extension on
February 2nd, their response was, "We are taking your stations down in the next ten minutes" and
they hung up the phone and we have not heard from them since.
While we wait, many of you have missed the Super Bowl, News and other entertainment
programming. Their call centers tell people that we are in current negotiations. This is another
fabrication in an effort to keep you from cancelling or refusing to give you a refund. Now, their
unbridled corporate arrogance, that same arrogance that started all of this, is about to deny many of
you the opportunity to watch the Winter Olympics, Daytona
500 and March Madness after that.
Their strategy is to continue calling Northwest names and posting additional stories about our past
retrans negotiations to their "northwestfairdeal" web site in an effort to make you think that
somehow Northwest is the "bad guy". Truth is they created this disruption because they just don't
care about you. We found out yesterday that they purchased the domain name for the
"northwestfairdeal" web site on January 18th which happened to be the same time they told
Northwest they would not counter Northwest's proposal to them and then disappeared for two
weeks. This was a set up and Spectrum's subscribers were just collateral damage.
While many may believe their propaganda, a large majority of you don't. The way they are treating
Northwest is the same way they are treating you as customers. Because of their size they don't care
about their subscribers or business partners. They are the bully on the block who thinks their
subscribers are nothing more than an ATM machine from which they can extract money at a
moment's notice or with no notice at all, as I'm learning.
When Tom Rutledge made what appears to be a premeditated decision to take down Northwest's
stations he knew or should have known that he was in violation of his own Annual Customer
Notification Policy which is filed at the Federal Communications Commission, a copy which is on
Spectrum's web site https://www.spectrum.com/policies/annual-notice.html. In the section titled,
Programming, it states, Spectrum will provides notice to its customers at least thirty (30) days in
advance of the deletion of any programming service, channel assignment changes or rate increases.
Clearly
that's not the case here.  
In spite of what Spectrum's customer service people are telling you, you have a right to a refund.
While this is not going to bring back the programming you have missed or will want to watch this
weekend or beyond you should not be paying for something Spectrum is not delivering to you. Each
and every one of you should demand that you get a refund for every day that you are not getting the
programming you are paying for.

The City of Yuma, Arizona has put Spectrum on notice that it
is seeking damages for every day that Spectrum blacks out
local channels and is demanding that Spectrum credits Yuma
subscribers for dropping the channels without notice. If you don't
get the full refund you deserve, ask the Mayor's office in your town for help, as the Spectrum
subscribers did in Yuma. If that doesn't work send an email to the FCC and your Congressman. I am
heading to Washington, DC next week armed with your stories of how Spectrum treats you. There
are 450,000 homes that are affected. If enough of you speak up, they will listen.
In the meantime continue to email or call Tom Rutledge and express your dissatisfaction with how
he is treating you. It is highly unlikely he will take the time to respond but maybe he'll have one of
"his people" get back to you. I am sorry that Tom has put you all in the middle of a negotiation that
should have remained private and without disruption to you.
tom.rutledge@chartercom.com     203-905-7999
Brian
Brian Brady
President and CEO
Northwest Broadcasting, Inc
Brady@northwestbroadcasting.com

From: Lori Z Roux [mailto:lorizroux@gmail.com]
Sent: Sunday, February 11, 2018 12:07 PM
To: Tom.Rutledge@charter.com; Thean, Vansothy <Vansothy.Thean@charter.com>;
Carlos.Vazquez@charter.com; Derek.Hill@charter.com; Brian Brady
<brady@northwestbroadcasting.com>; Jon Rand <rand@northwestbroadcasting.com>
Cc: editor@jhnewsandguide.com
Subject: Spectrum and Northwest Broadcasting Negotiations
Gentleman,
It appears that there has been no headway in the negotiations between Spectrum and Northwest
Broadcasting.
Amazing, seeing as South Korea and North Korea have been able to coordinate their Olympic
representatives in to ONE team competing for the Korean Peninsula.
Sincerely,
Lori Roux
Wilson, WY
This letter has been copied to the editor of the Jackson Hole News and Guide

Lance Cygielman
Lance@bresnan.net
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